The legal
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Effective business protection managing threats to your business
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The legal perspective

Today’s commercial world evolves fast. It is critical to ensure
that your organisation has the correct, business appropriate
legal protections in place to manage your risk and for you to
remain competitive, productive and profitable.
In practical terms this means future proofing the legal arrangements
across your organisation including your business structuring, your
commercial agreements and your internal workforce structures.
Having effective legal foundations that match your long-term goals
will give your organisation the best chance to overcome emerging
threats, whether from inside or outside your organisation.
Whether you are at the initial phase of business set-up or examining
your position as you enter a growth or acquisition phase, our cohesive
approach to business advice, bringing legal, risk, tax, finance and
accounting advisory services together, allows you to proactively
manage your business threats.
Here are the key areas to consider so that your organisation has the
correct legal protections in place to manage risks effectively including
from a reputational or financial perspective.
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External threats

Regulatory risk
Securing and maintaining your licence
to operate is critical to business
continuity and sustaining profit margins.
Changes in laws and regulations
materially impact internal business
processes and the markets in which you operate as well as
potentially increasing your operating costs and reducing
the attractiveness of investment. Proactively managing
your regulatory risk and ensuring compliance is key.
We help you with regulator liaison, as well as reporting
requirements, FOIA, Data Subject Access Requests,
Information requests, and ICO complaints.
Innovation is vital to gaining and maintaining your
competitive advantage and is often driven by
legislative change. However, the risks inherent in
securing ownership need careful management to
ensure that investment value is preserved.
We help you to balance innovation with legal and
regulatory compliance and to safeguard your
valuable IP, brand reputation, and talent.

Data Privacy and
confidentiality risks
Data protection breaches and
non-compliance with regulations
such as GDPR can have serious
financial consequences. But
it’s not all about financial damage. The long-term
impact of reputational damage can leave an
indelible impression on your balance sheet.
We help you to draft, implement, and refine your data
incident response plans in tandem with our Technology
Risk Assurance and security specialists and offer a
range of services to ensure you remain compliant
and are resilient to challenges when they arise.
Safeguarding your customers’, clients’ and your own
confidential and commercially sensitive information is a
priority for any business or professional practice. It can
be difficult to identify when information requests from
UK or overseas authorities and regulators are legally
compelling, and where provision of information might
result in a breach of your confidentiality obligations.
We help you to navigate third party information requests
and safeguard the integrity and value of your brand.
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Intellectual property risk
Collaboration and innovation are essential
components of any successful growth
strategy. Information sharing needs to be
carefully managed to ensure that research,
resource, and marketing costs borne by
your business as part of a strategic alliance, are not wasted by
inadequately protected IP.
We help you to protect your company names, product
brands, and ideas, to avoid you having to protect them
defensively later.
We advise on and draft licensing, non-disclosure, and
non-competition agreements, and work with you to ensure
that developers working for your business execute all
documents necessary to assign ownership of intellectual
property rights and secure the value of your business.

Margin erosion risk
Lack of effective change control
mechanisms, ill-defined responsibilities
and governance procedures, scope creep,
and onerous ongoing obligations and
performance improvement plans can all
have a corrosive impact on your bottom line. Repeatable
processes and effective contract drafting and management
are key to obtaining best value from your commercial
contracts. This will optimise your operational efficiencies
and ensure an equitable transfer of financial risk.
We help to minimise margin erosion by drafting robust
contracts that facilitate recovery when suppliers fail, contain
mechanisms to reduce scope creep, and mitigate or remove
onerous obligations.
We collaborate with our teams of specialists in contracts
and procurement to deliver an end to end service focussed
on recovering lost value and overpayments from your
existing contracts and remediating longer-term issues.

Supply chain risk
Successful supply-chain management
is underpinned by robust supplier
agreements that mitigate against the risks
of liability gaps and high operating costs.
We draft concise, well-balanced contracts that clearly
define responsibilities and address inter-dependencies
and liability exposure. We will never look at a contract in
isolation without understanding the matrix of supply-chain
relationships that underpin it.
We take a holistic approach to contract management and
advise on operational best-practices to mitigate key risks
as well as working with our contract risk and procurement
specialists to deliver performance improvement and cost
savings in complex commercial arrangements.
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Internal workforce threats

Talent risk
Staff grievances and disputes
Staff complaints and senior executive
grievances need to be dealt with swiftly
and managed with an open mind.
Agreements must give an organisation the
flexibility to select a dispute resolution route that preserves
jobs, business value and reputation. The destructive impact of
a grievance is compounded when it is poorly run - managers
need to be appropriately trained and supported.
We offer advice and guidance on staff grievance policies and
grievance management.

Employment tribunal discrimination claims from
current or former staff
Since the abolition of employment tribunal fees in 2017 low
legal fees risk is encouraging claims even for small sums.
But these can carry financial and reputational damage risk
for business. Vigilance in rights and fair process adoption
manage this risk.
We offer advice and guidance on resolving claims for pay or
discrimination rights enforcement in Employment Tribunals.

Key employee departures / terminations
including exiting difficult leavers
Losing key members of staff can cause real headaches.
Handling exits with grace and civility can stem staff leakage.
Where an organisation is suffering with poor or disruptive
staff, exiting these staff members robustly supports the
stronger performers and stabilises teams.
We offer advice and guidance on staff dismissal,
resignations and contract and engagement terminations.

Poaching threats
Ensuring that you have fit for purpose and proportionate
contract terms which are robustly enforced will discourage
defectors and those trying to build their business from
talent developed at your expense. Contracts which have
motivational and engaging terms and conditions built in can
help to protect you from these treats.
We offer advice and guidance on confidential information
protection and stable workforce retention clauses in
service agreements with senior executives and on
enforcing these rights.

Confidential business information and IP security
Recognition of truly confidential protectable content and
investing in effective legal protections, such as restrictive
covenants, are better options than trying to achieve blanket
silence.
We offer advice and guidance on strategies to protect IP and
trade secrets.

Whistle-blowers’ protection
Spotting disclosures and the protection they give to
individuals and to the organisation needs care. Managing
them well is a worthwhile investment since claims’ defence
brings real challenges and distraction.
We offer advice and guidance on recognising whistleblowing
disclosures and their management.
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Employment regulatory
Worker status risk in atypical
working arrangements
Staff are entitled to certain legal rights
and your tax obligations are dictated by
your staff’s connection to you rather
than by the label you give them. Understanding this legal
minefield can help to avoid claims, penalties, interest and a
workforce without clear engagement terms.

Corporate governance reporting
Business behavioural compliance is now increasingly
regulated by self-reporting. Non-compliance with current
governance legislation can result in financial consequences,
but often the biggest risk here is the reputational damage
caused by negative press coverage of, for example, a poor
gender pay gap report or poor supplier payment practices.
We offer legal services regarding:

We provide workforce employment status assessments
and contract drafting to achieve status clarity.

•• Gender Pay Gap, Equal Pay and Equality & Diversity issues.

National Minimum Wage Act compliance

•• Modern Slavery Act statements

With the current rigorous and better-resourced enforcement
of the National Minimum Wage regulation it pays to interrogate
and update your pay practices. Naming and shaming for
underpayment brings disproportionate reputational damage to
an employer who falls foul of the complex regulation, whether
by accident or design.
We offer National Minimum Wage audit and we support
HMRC NMW investigations.

Subject Access Requests
Heavily-publicised increased regulation of personal data
has given individuals a greater awareness of how to exercise
their right to control how their personal data is processed.
We guide you through the process of responding to SARs
and help you to balance the rights of employees requesting
access to their personal data with the need to protect
third-party confidential or personal information and prevent
prejudice to overriding public, regulatory, law enforcement,
or other organisational objectives.

•• Payment Practices and Performance reporting

•• Directors Statements under S172 Companies Act 2006
•• Disclosure of extent of engagement with UK employees
and with suppliers, customers and relevant status
•• Criminal Finances Act contract and procedures preparation

FCA regulatory references
Regulated businesses’ obligations to report issues and
correct reference material on new information must be
managed compliantly but with an eye to the candidate’s
personal career impact.
We provide guidance on regulatory reference content and
employee rights impact.
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Behavioural threats
Sexual harassment & other
harassment claims
Perception of behaviour is replacing
intention as the basis for challenge,
bringing cultural issues that are best met
sensitively and clearly. An organisation is usually judged
by how it responds to criticism and on the way it balances
support to true victims against unmerited accusations.
Ignorance breeds risk .The best protection an organisation
can afford itself is to embed education and clear business
expectations throughout the organisation.
We offer risk assessments of workforce harassment
claims, management of harassment complaints and
harassment disputes.

NDA’s
Non-disclosure agreements can be a vital tool to resolve inter
personal disputes and to protect victims of harassment or
those unjustly accused. Settlements often include behavioural
restrictions including neutrally-worded references and noncritical statements agreements where regulation permits.
Blanket gagging agreements are likely to face increased
regulatory challenge and risk reputational damage.
We offer reputationally acceptable and legally effective
non-disclosure protection advice and documentation.
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How RSM can help
By bringing together legal services and other professional
advisers from our specialist divisions across RSM, we offer
our clients an integrated and holistic approach.
Our team bring in specialists where and when needed and
briefs them for or with you. Creating these bespoke teams
for our clients’ specific needs means that you get the right
minds at the right time – legal and corporate finance teams
working together on a strategic growth project for example,
or legal, employment tax and HR working together with you
to design and implement a workforce integration plan.

Commercial

Our commercial legal team provides you with the advice
and legal infrastructure you need to build and sustain
a successful business model. Our experts ensure you
conduct commerce in line with the laws and regulations
applicable to your product, service, or business sector, so
you can focus on meeting your long-term profit-making
and CSR objectives. Our combined legal, consulting, and
risk assurance services enable us to identify, prioritise, and
proactively manage the key internal and external threats to
your business, providing end-to-end solutions designed to
prevent, limit, and recover potential losses.

Employment

Our legal employment team provides organisations with
employment risk-based advice and guidance. In having
employment legal, employee share scheme, employment
tax, HR and payroll experts all under one roof, RSM can,
where appropriate, deliver truly holistic services. Our Legal
Employment Services focus on businesses agreements
with their senior executive leaders containing business
protective content and its enforcement when breaches
occur. We also supply sexual and other harassment process
management services. Shareholder/director/employees’
rights and exits are a specialism. We also focus on workforce
NMW audits and investigations cost mitigation alongside
workforce privacy breach business protection.

Corporate

Our corporate legal team offers bespoke company and
partnership constitutional documents including articles
of association, shareholders’ agreements and LLP Deed
and accession agreements, investment agreements and
corporate structures governance advisory services.

Partnership

We provide specialist legal services to all forms of
partnership (whether a professional practice, investment
business or trading business). We advise on the most
effective and tax efficient ownership and management
structure and produce a bespoke partnership agreement to
reflect the agreed terms for operating the partnership and
provide effective protection to the partnership both before
and after partners exit.
We bring together an integrated team of specialists to
achieve your objectives in the most cost effective and
efficient way possible.
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The RSM approach

We take the time to understand
you and your objectives

We provide integrated,
expert advice

We are accessible
to you

We are experts in
what you need

We are proactive in
driving your agenda

We apply commerciality as
well as technical know-how

For more information speak to your local RSM contact or get in touch with a member of the team:
Carolyn Brown
Employment and Partnership Legal
T 020 3201 8469
carolyn.brown@rsmuk.com

Sarah Reynolds
Commercial Legal
T +44(0)20 3201 8335
sarah.reynolds@rsmuk.com

Gilbert Collison
Corporate Legal
T +44(0)20 3201 8429
gilbert.collison@rsmuk.com

RSM
25 Farringdon Street
London
EC4A 4AB

www.rsmuk.com
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